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A University of Montana student was 
arrested over the weekend after being con-
nected to a series of break-ins and indecent 
exposures around town and near campus.
Yousef Ali Mashhad, 26, is accused of 
exposing himself to a woman at Rowdy’s 
Cabin Casino Bar Saturday evening, and 
then later exposing himself to two more 
women after illegally entering one of their 
homes near campus. He remained in jail in 
Missoula Wednesday evening on $50,000 
bail.
According to charges filed with the Mis-
soula County Justice Court, Mashhad first 
exposed his penis to a woman playing a 
keno machine at Rowdy’s Cabin just before 
7 p.m. on Saturday. After taking off in a 
gray SUV, an employee at the casino told 
police he recognized the man as a UM ex-
change student from Saudi Arabia.
Around 8:45 p.m., police were called 
again to report that a man matching the 
description from the casino had snuck into 
a house on South Avenue through a back 
door and dropped his pants in front of a 
woman who lived there. Court documents 
say he pushed her down onto a bed and 
tried to kiss her before she was able to get 
away. Her roommates escorted him out of 
the house.
Mashhad then allegedly visited a third 
woman at her residence at Pioneer Court 
and convinced her to let him in by pretend-
ing to be a neighbor. After asking him to 
leave, the woman told police the man asked 
her to “offer herself to him.” She managed 
to push him out the door and lock it.
This is not the first incident of sexual 
assault Mashhad has been accused of in 
the university area. He was charged with 
misdemeanor sexual assault on the night 
of Monday, April 19, when a woman in the 
laundry room in Jesse Hall reported that he 
kept pulling her toward him and trying to 
kiss her. 
Capt. Gary Taylor of the UM Office of 
Public Safety said Mashhad was charged 
with sexual assault because it became ap-
parent that the suspect knew very well that 
his behavior would alarm the woman and 
he appeared aroused by it.
“She had never seen the guy before,” 
Taylor said. 
Jim Lemcke, director of Public Safety, 
said the incident in Jesse Hall, which hap-
pened a week before the most recent series 
of indecent exposures, was the only time 
Public Safety officers have encountered 
Mashhad for disciplinary reasons.
“He seemed to have escalated pretty 
quick,” Lemcke said
Mashhad faces two felony counts of bur-
glary and two misdemeanor counts of in-
decent exposure. If convicted of all charg-
es, Mashhad could face up to 41 years in 
prison.
michael.gerrity@umontana.edu
UM student arrested after spree of exposure in Missoula
Mike Gerrity
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JIM FOLeY’S BLACkBeRRY keePS vibrating on the table as the people 
around it discuss menu selections, info 
cards and podium arrangements. 
It’s only the phone calls that make noise. 
The 10 e-mails he receives during the hour-
long meeting come silently. 
For the most part, he ignores the relent-
less device sitting in front of him. He knows 
he could end up sitting in meetings all day 
if he doesn’t keep things moving. His assis-
tant, erika, has slated an hour for this gath-
ering of UM Foundation members and tribal 
liaisons to discuss the dedication ceremony 
and banquets that will officially recognize 
the Payne Family Native American Center, 
and Foley intends to stay on schedule.  
Aside from a short anecdote about Mike 
Mansfield’s funeral, he only talks business, 
flipping through papers and directing ques-
tions about student essays and press releases 
to the people expected to know the answers. 
He’s the first to leave the conference room, 
retreating down the hall to deal with the 
next task on his schedule.
Foley’s office is a mix of Griz regalia and 
remnants of his past life — a matted tran-
script of Congressional proceedings, a 2010 
“Almanac of American Politics” and two 
full Rolodexes. It sits a few feet away from 
the University of Montana’s nucleus: the of-
fice of President George Dennison, a space 
set to be inhabited by somebody new in less 
than four months, and the place where Foley 
reports on a daily basis.   
When Dennison leaves, Foley will have 
held the position of executive vice president 
of the university for only five years. In his 
short tenure, he’s become the man in charge 
of realizing the university’s vision and dis-
tributing its message — to people on cam-
pus and to those beyond. 
It’s a role he plans to maintain during the 
university’s transition to new leadership be-
cause that’s what he’s promised Dennison. 
But the rest of Foley’s future is up in the air.
Part of his success in dealing with the 
political side of academia comes from his 
years navigating politics at their messiest in 
Washington, D.C. Dennison was the man 
who managed to draw him away from that 
world. And though he’s been away from it 
for half a decade, he might not be ready to 
let it go. 
FOLeY DOeSN’T kNOW IF He HAS a resume. 
Though he throws a lot of lines around in 
an attempt to make a point, this is not one 
of them: He genuinely doesn’t know. His as-
sistant, erika, doesn’t know either. Foley’s 
never needed a resume. He’s never had to 
apply for a job. 
The voice from Main Hall  
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Between the blinds of the narrow 
window set high in the wall, the sky 
was darkening. But University of Mon-
tana junior Luke Moser was too busy 
dividing a frothy liquid into small jars 
to notice. 
His goal for the night: Success-
fully harvest some Tobacco etch Virus 
proteins. He’d started the process that 
afternoon, but the samples of DNA-
injected e. coli he’d created had to sit 
for several hours before he could do 
anything else. So that meant that after 
going home for a sandwich, Moser was 
back in the lab at 8 p.m. to get to work.
The University’s Chemistry building 
is often packed with lab students after 
hours. As the University of Montana’s 
administration looks into the possibil-
ity of instituting a four-day workweek, 
students like Moser are skeptical about 
whether the switch will actually save 
much electricity or money since stu-
dents and employees will have to get all 
of their work done anyway.
“Whether it’s a weekday or a week-
end makes no difference,” Moser said. 
Though University of Montana 
President George Dennison is quick to 
point out that the discussion of a short-
ened workweek is still purely hypo-
thetical and a process that he’s staying 
out of, he was the one who spurred the 
University’s drive to look into the pos-
sibilities. And he would still have the 
power to implement the measure before 
his departure in August.
The idea isn’t new. It had been tossed 
around casually for several years and 
discussed last fall as an option for deal-
ing with budget shortfalls caused by 
the end of federal stimulus funding in 
2012, which will create a $3.6 million 
gap, in addition to a 5 percent decrease 
in next year’s budget. But in those early 
discussions, no one looked into the sug-
gestion seriously.
Then, at the beginning of the spring 
semester during the campus convo-
cation address in which he also an-
nounced his retirement, Dennison 
outlined four strategies he saw as ideal 
measures for cutting the university’s 
expenditures. Strategy No. 3: “Imple-
menting a four-day workweek, except 
in those instances when closing facili-
ties violates our priorities or potentially 
increases costs.” He predicted potential 
savings of $450,000. 
After that very public announce-
ment, other university administrators 
scrambled to start sorting through the 
logistics of actually implementing such 
a plan, like whether there would be 
enough classrooms available to accom-
modate cutting a whole day out of the 
schedule. A study group was formed to 
See WORKWEEK, page 9
Possibility of 
four-day week 
draws concern, 
uncertainty
Jim Foley has been executive vice president of the University of Montana since Aug. 2005, when he was 
appointed by President George Dennison. He plans to maintain the position as the university transi-
tions to a new president. 
Why Jim Foley became the 
university’s spokesman
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EDITORIAL Thank you, Arizona: New bill addresses immigration
The modern common sense of things
Say goodbye to the glorified diary entry
By Karen! Garcia
It has always bothered me that 
literally tens of people have been 
reading my unfiltered-ish thoughts 
on a weekly basis for the past nine 
months. (I use the modifier “ish” 
because if this were truly unfil-
tered, you would currently be 
reading about how I think cheese-
cake is a misnomer and should be 
renamed cheesepie.)
But anyway, what gives these 
tens of people the right to know 
what I think? I don’t want them 
to know. In the words of PJ Har-
vey, “I’m not interested in people 
knowing anything about me.” 
Because this is, at the end of the 
day, about me.
I’ve done a very selfish thing 
here, venting my thoughts, con-
cerns, fears, ideas and attitudes on 
the bottom half of page two every 
Thursday. 
“The Modern Common Sense 
of Things” — a title I can finally 
admit is both (a) generally awful 
and (b) modified and stolen from 
a Bishop Allen song called “The 
Ancient Commonsense of Things” 
— is essentially a glorified di-
ary entry. Rife with sprawling 
anecdotes, references to friends 
and significant others and (pretty 
much) unsubstantiated bitching, 
one might think these 500 to 700 
words came from a small, nonde-
script notebook retrieved from the 
clandestine space beneath a mat-
tress.
And this last column, in true 
Karen! Garcia fashion, will be no 
different (the very least I can do is 
maintain some semblance of con-
sistency). 
I am graduating in less than 
three weeks, and this fact is dev-
astating to my most fundamental 
sense of self.
I really do not think I am ca-
pable of coping in a non-academic 
environment; I thrive on constant 
intellectual interaction and the re-
petitive praise and reinforcement 
of grades. I feel good about myself 
because someone scribbled the 
first letter of the alphabet on top of 
my paper, because of percentages 
and GPAs.
It’s pathetic that I fear a world 
that has moved beyond these arbi-
trary evaluations.
Also, there is absolutely no way 
I could get away with this sort of 
writing in a setting outside of a 
student newspaper (and even then, 
more self-respecting papers would 
have fired me long ago).
If I for some reason choose to 
pursue journalism outside of the 
university context (the chances 
of this are looking slimmer and 
slimmer), I will be relegated to 
penning stories about city coun-
cil meetings, the grand opening 
of new swimming pools and other 
small town minutiae. 
So I suppose I am grateful — 
in some bizarre way — that I had 
the opportunity to get this all out 
of my system before the real world 
tells me it isn’t OK to write about 
how Nicholas Sparks is a jerk or 
why Twilight fans shouldn’t be 
condemned and systematically an-
nihilated. 
Ultimately I want to believe 
that even if most of this column-
writing endeavor has been largely 
self-interested and self-serving, 
that somewhere along the way it 
became at least mildly entertain-
ing or relatable on some level. I 
never explicitly aimed to offend, 
enlighten, amuse or annoy.
I aimed, week in and week 
out, to write between 500 and 700 
words. And I like to think that I 
succeeded. 
karen.garcia@umontana.edu
A few days ago, Arizona 
passed a bill aimed at curbing 
illegal immigration, in part by 
requiring police officers to check 
the identification of anybody 
they suspect to be an illegal im-
migrant.
For passing this disgusting 
bill, I say: Thank you, Arizona.
Before I get into the reasons 
this bill is good news for liberals 
and Americans, I want to point 
out that there is practically no 
way the bill will make it through 
the courts as it is written. 
The most offensive, and 
most likely to be removed, sec-
tion states: “A law enforcement 
officer, without a warrant, may 
arrest a person if the officer has 
probable cause to believe that the 
person has committed any public 
offense that makes the person re-
movable from the United States.” 
There are only two “public of-
fenses” that will end in deporta-
tion. One is when a legal immi-
grant commits a crime; the other 
is if somebody is in the country 
illegally. If somebody commits a 
crime, arrests are legal anyway, 
so the section really only pertains 
to the latter. 
The section, however, doesn’t 
explain what “probable cause” 
means. The Supreme Court has 
generally overridden bills that 
are so vague as to put the onus on 
police officers’ opinions, and it 
seems likely that will happen in 
this case as well.
The rest of the bill is mostly 
fine — if a little draconian — 
but, as a liberal and an American, 
there are a few major reasons to 
thank Arizona for passing the 
bill.
As a purely partisan matter, 
the bill will bring Hispanics, who 
had been moving more and more 
into the conservative fold, back 
to the Democrats. Hispanics, 
who tend to be socially conserva-
tive, moved to the right following 
a relative lack of interest in im-
migration over the past couple 
of years. This bill, however, re-
minds them that, while liberals 
may be more libertine, we don’t 
think that police should have the 
right to arrest them simply for be-
ing Hispanic.
But Arizona should also be 
thanked for this bill for bringing 
immigration back up as a matter 
for public debate. Immigration is 
a real issue, and it is very impor-
tant.
While I don’t agree with 
Arizona’s methods, it is neces-
sary to find a way to keep un-
desirable immigrants out of the 
country — those who commit 
crimes and terrorism, and smug-
gle drugs and people — while 
making it possible for enough im-
migrants to get in legally to fill 
this country’s appetite for hard-
working, inexpensive labor. 
And, let’s be honest, we need 
the labor. Even though our unem-
ployment rate is high right now, 
there are not enough Americans 
willing and able to do the jobs 
that immigrants will. Anyone 
who doubts this should go up 
to the Flathead and try picking 
cherries for an afternoon and tell 
me that he or she would do it for 
$8 an hour. 
But this country has long 
made it extraordinarily difficult 
for people who want to work, are 
willing to pay taxes and won’t 
break laws to come into the coun-
try.
I used to work at a pizza shop. 
Our main chef was from south-
ern Mexico, a good guy and one 
hell of a pizza cook. He was, to 
my knowledge, in the country le-
gally.
But he had not been home 
to see his wife and kids for five 
years because he was terrified 
that he wouldn’t be allowed back 
into the country due to post-Sept. 
11 reforms, enacted under a “pro-
family” administration.
This story is not uncommon 
among immigrants. It is some-
thing that can be fixed by Con-
gress, and it is more likely to be 
fixed thanks to Arizona. 
It is long past time to allow 
decent, law-abiding workers to 
come into the country in order to 
feed their families without mak-
ing them jump through so many 
ridiculous hoops. It is acceptable 
to make it harder to come into 
the country and live illegally, 
but only if it becomes easier to 
come into and live in this country 
legally.
william.melton@umontana.edu
Letters to the 
Editor
MontPIRG cannot represent
whole student body
According to MontPIRG we 
as students must all think alike. 
I am taking certain liberties with 
that statement; it is an exaggera-
tion. However, MontPIRG wants 
to represent student interests. Do 
all 13,000-plus students on this 
campus think the same and have 
the same views?
Students should be aware and 
save their $5. MontPIRG advertis-
ing itself as a lobbying group for 
students on non-partisan societal 
issues. How is anything an issue 
if it is non-partisan? Everyone 
would be in agree-
ment. Some of their 
representatives and 
sidewalk chalk like 
to talk about how 
they want to do their 
part to stop global 
warming. 
Whoa! Global 
warming is non-
partisan? So those 
groups that don’t think it exists, 
or think it is a natural occurrence 
really are in agreement with Al 
Gore? Hmmm, something seems 
wrong here. To solve global warm-
ing who is going to pay for the new 
infrastructure of solar and/or wind 
energy? How about a recycling 
center on campus? 
We all agree how to resolve 
these “non-partisan” issues, 
right? Now, I am not saying that 
MontPIRG does not 
do anything right or 
good. Libertarians, 
republicans, demo-
crats, communists, 
the last several presi-
dents have all done 
things that just about 
everyone can agree 
with. However, we 
don’t align ourselves 
with all of the groups just be-
cause they have done good things 
let alone give them money. When 
MontPIRG was in effect I never 
once saw a poll or survey to find 
out what we as students wanted 
them to do for us. Granted, I never 
looked very hard. But, how does 
this organization know what we 
all want or even what the majority 
wants.
If you want to stop global 
warming, go join and support an 
environmental group. If you want 
more coal to come through Mis-
soula then go join an industrial 
group. There are enough fees for 
things I do not use on my tuition 
bill already. Let’s not add another. 
 
Kevin J. McFarland,
graduate student,
pharmacy
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MontPIRG offers no benefit
This is in response to the 
“MontPIRG deserves your vote” 
opinion piece. To begin, it is ab-
solutely disgusting that our po-
litical officials would advocate 
giving any non-student group 
who operates off campus and out 
of state the ability to fleece the 
student body of, in MontPIRG’s 
estimates, $100,000 to $120,000 
per year. I wish to address a few 
main points that the article either 
misrepresents, distorts, omits, or 
out right lies about. For those who 
don’t know, MontPIRG is a liberal 
political action group. They hide 
under the non-profit non-partisan 
label, but that is a lie; the group 
lobbies both Washington and Hel-
ena through its national PIRG and 
the state PIRG to advance liberal 
causes. The group has stories on 
subprime mortgage rates, health 
care reformer, and climate change 
on their website. What do these is-
sues have to do with me as a stu-
dent on this campus? I know as a 
conservative that the stance this 
group is taking on these issues is 
not a non-partisan stance. It is lock 
step in line with the Democratic 
Party. The reason I bring this up is 
not to say don’t vote for the group 
because they are liberal. Instead I 
bring it up to show that this group 
has nothing to do with campus life 
and is a political organization try-
ing to steal money from students.
I point to a charge made by 
the article, “MontPIRG is a fully 
operational nonprofit that works 
entirely on behalf of students.” 
Except that they don’t. PIRG only 
represents a small section of the 
student population. They believe 
in climate change, environmen-
talism, deregulation, campaign 
finance reform, and banning cya-
nide mining in MT. Those issues 
are great if you are a liberal stu-
dent, but what about those stu-
dents who don’t favor MontPIRGs 
stance on those issues. Students 
will be charged $5 per semes-
ter to go to MontPIRG with no 
oversight. So what if MontPIRG 
is in favor of a policy that would 
limit job growth for the Forestry 
Department? They have already 
supported policies that have hurt 
Montana Tech students in the job 
market. They do not work on be-
half of all students. They work on 
behalf of those whom agree with 
them politically. As a conservative 
I can’t make MontPRIG fight for 
a ban on abortion. How am I rep-
resented?
Another charge against the au-
thors of the article is that Mont-
PIRG is “for the students.” This 
is an out right lie. When asked at 
the ASUM meeting why doesn’t 
MontPIRG go for an “opt-in fee” 
over an “opt-out” they stated that 
they would not be able to raise 
enough money. That means that all 
the student body is for this group 
is an ATM. This group is relying 
on new students who don’t pay at-
tention to their bill to be apathetic 
about giving the group money 
every semester for their entire col-
lege career. Because unlike the 
“green” fee we just got hit with, 
this fee can not be opted out of, 
you have to walk to MontPIRG 
and request a $5 refund every se-
mester. That is dishonest at best, 
theft at worst. 
MontPIRG is nothing more 
than a P.A.C. They just don’t en-
dorse or give money to candidates 
or parties. But make no mistake; 
they will spend OUR money how 
THEY see fit. I submit to the stu-
dents and MontPIRG if you wish 
to push your agenda with student 
money than do it how every other 
organization is required to do so, 
through donations and fundrais-
ing. I submit this organization 
is nothing but money-grubbing 
politicians trying to steal from 
students. If this group where a stu-
dent group they would do like the 
College Republicans and College 
Democrats do, raise money pri-
vately and ask ASUM for funding. 
No student group needs $120,000 
per year in student money.
Think of all the things this Uni-
versity could do with that money. 
The money would stay here on 
campus and not be spent in Hel-
ena or Washington D.C to be pay 
for lobbyist pushing an agenda 
students do not control. We elect 
a student body for this purpose 
they have a lobbyist and a legal 
department. Why should we spend 
$120,000 to create a non-elected 
ASUM for select students. 
Kellan McDonald,
graduate student, 
public administration
Letters to the 
Editor
Editor’s note: This is a biweek-
ly guest column brought to you by 
the ASUM Off-Campus Renter 
Center. Please submit your ques-
tions to the ASUM Suites located 
on the first floor of the UC, near 
UM Productions, or e-mail them 
to beki.hartmann@mso.umt.edu. 
Visit www.umt.edu/asum/renter-
center to read The Montana Land-
lord/Tenant Act and learn more 
about renting in Missoula.
It’s that time of year. The sun 
has finally reappeared in Missoula 
after its winter hibernation, you 
are dodging Frisbees flying past 
your head on the Oval, you are fin-
ishing your last class projects and 
all you can think about is leaving 
for the summer. Only one thing is 
standing between you and a sweet 
summer road trip: getting your de-
posit back. 
Deposits are the source of much 
trouble for many student renters in 
Missoula. Whether it is the land-
lord who thinks it is his or her 
right to charge the previous tenant 
with redecorating the apartment or 
charging $500 to replace carpet in 
a small hallway, it can be frustrat-
ing. But just because the situation 
is frustrating doesn’t mean that 
you have to roll over and take it.
Let’s talk about what is sup-
posed to happen when you move 
out of your apartment:
1. A 30-day notice is required, 
even if your lease is expiring. A 
sample notice is available on the 
The Renter’s Rant: Deposits
Renter Center website. Just fill in 
your personal information and it is 
done!
2. Before your lease ends, clean 
your apartment well. Take pictures 
of the end result and keep them 
until you receive the deposit you 
believe you deserve. 
3. Call your landlord to request 
an inspection to do any remain-
ing cleaning. This is called a 24-
hour cleaning notice during which 
you will have — that’s right — 24 
hours to do the remaining clean-
ing. Check off what needs to 
be done, and you should not get 
charged for those items.
4. If your landlord deducts 
charges from your deposit, he 
needs to send you your deposit 
within 30 days. If he doesn’t de-
duct anything, he has 10 days to 
return it to you. Make sure you 
leave your new address.
For all of you who are afraid 
that you may not get your deposit 
back, the Renter Center is avail-
able year-round to help you with 
your renter problems. Let us know 
what we can do to help!
Beki Hartmann
director,
Off-Campus Renter Center
Disclaimer: The Off-Campus 
Renter Center does not employ at-
torneys and the information given 
here is intended for educational 
purposes only. Please consult 
ASUM Legal Services for legal 
advice. 
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Letters to 
the Editor
UM should end Nike contract 
On Sunday, April 25, I went to 
a talk put on by Students for Eco-
nomic and Social Justice featuring 
two Honduran women who gave 
firsthand accounts of working 
in sweatshops producing college 
apparel. They talked about how 
they were required to fill quotas 
to receive pay, often resulting in 
working longer hours to get the job 
done, but did not receive compen-
sation for the overtime. They also 
said that money had been taken 
out of their wages and supposedly 
paid into a health care plan, but 
when they went to the hospital for 
emergencies, they were told that 
there was no record of payments; 
the money had instead been pock-
eted by managers. As a result, one 
employee was unable to pay for 
cancer treatments and died soon 
after. These women were from 
two different factories, Hugger de 
Honduras, and Vision Tex, which 
both closed in January of last year. 
Neither has received appropriate 
severance pay. Both of these facto-
ries produce gear for Nike, which 
has contracts with a number of 
college campuses. Our own Griz 
gear is the result of this produc-
tion, and I think it’s time we ask 
ourselves if we’re okay with that.
I couldn’t find any stories the 
Kaimin had done on this topic. I 
think it’s strange that our news-
paper wouldn’t look into this; 
I would hope it would not only 
want to find out what’s really go-
ing on, but would want to share 
the facts with the student popula-
tion. If so many students knew, I 
think change would come quickly. 
Unfortunately, the problem is ap-
parently not important enough to 
merit investigation. 
We as students need to spear-
head this issue and take action. 
The University of Montana’s con-
tract with Nike expires in early 
May, and if it is renewed, it will be 
in effect for another seven years. 
We need to ask ourselves if we 
want to be a community who sup-
ports these kinds of production 
methods and treatment of employ-
ees. The University of Wisconsin 
in Madison has already cancelled 
their contract with Nike for the 
same reasons; by acting similarly, 
Be informed; vote on athletic fee
On Monday and Tuesday of 
next week, students at The Univer-
sity of Montana will vote in an un-
precedented special election ask-
ing for a fee increase to benefit the 
athletic department and the School 
of Art Ceramics and Sculpture Di-
visions on campus.
Prior to casting your ballot, we 
ask that you learn the facts, and 
dispel the many rumors circulat-
ing for both those who support 
and oppose the fee increase. As 
a responsible voter, you owe it to 
yourself to make good informed 
decisions based upon the correct 
information.
It is important to know that 
ANY fee changes MUST go to the 
Montana Board of Regents for ap-
proval, and that the student vote 
does not guarantee a particular 
outcome.
In order to be considered and 
forwarded to the Montana Board 
of Regents, 12 percent of the stu-
dent body must cast their ballot 
on CyberBear either Monday or 
Tuesday. That means to ratify a 
decision either “for” or “against” 
the fee increase, approximately 
1,800 students need to vote, with 
the winner determined by simple 
majority. That being said, we urge 
each and every one of you to take 
the time to vote on this critical is-
sue.
The intention of the fee in-
crease is to provide funding to 
build a new art annex building 
(site location and design yet to be 
determined), and transfer the cur-
rent art annex building to intercol-
legiate athletics to eventually be 
renovated and a new weight room 
constructed inside for the 300 stu-
dent athletes on campus. Primary 
funding for the interior renovation 
would come from private donors.
The remaining funds from 
the fee increase would be used to 
help provide a fund to maintain 
and improve athletic facilities — 
and would not be used for such 
things as scholarships, salaries or 
other annual athletic department 
expenses. Instead, they would 
pay for such things as resurfacing 
Dornblaser Track and the Lindsay 
Tennis Courts, making needed re-
pairs to Washington-Grizzly Sta-
dium or improving the academic 
center and meeting rooms in the 
athletic complex.
It is estimated a new art annex 
building would cost approximately 
$4 million, which would be paid 
by the athletic fee increase over 
the next 10 years. The athletic de-
partment would not take over the 
current art annex building until 
such time as the new art annex 
is complete. This would also give 
the athletic department more time 
to secure private donations for the 
interior improvements. Once paid 
off, the fee would be used to con-
tinue maintaining and improving 
the athletic facilities on campus.
If approved, students taking six 
or more credit hours would pay 
an additional $26.10 per semester 
toward UM’s athletic fee, making 
the total $72.10 per semester, or 
$36.05 for those taking less than 
six credits. The fee increase would 
then mirror the student-athletic fee 
being paid by the students at Mon-
tana State University of approxi-
mately $72 per semester, or $144 
per year.
To obtain more information, 
or to comment, please check 
out the link at the following 
site: www.facebook.com/event.
php?eid=105592346151069#!/
event.php?eid=112361828802757 
or if you have a Facebook account, 
search for “Vote on the Athletic 
Fee Increase.”
Thanks for listening — and be 
sure to VOTE!
Jim O’Day,
director of athletics
Stephen Kalm, 
dean, College of Visual 
and Performing Arts
we can add some momentum to 
this movement nationwide and 
send Nike the message that taking 
advantage of employees simply to 
increase profit will not be toler-
ated. 
President Dennison and Vice 
President Foley need to be made 
aware of the students’ views on 
this issue. In earlier discussion 
on similar topics, Vice President 
Foley said, “This institution has 
always been concerned about how 
we view human rights, and we 
want to continue the tradition.” In 
2007, when being pressured to join 
the Workers’ Rights Consortium to 
monitor working conditions, Foley 
also stated, “We look forward to 
doing the right thing for this insti-
tution.” The time has come to do 
the right thing. We all know what 
it is, and the choice is pretty simple 
to me. New contracts can be made 
with companies who produce 
goods of equal quality through hu-
mane action. The deadline is com-
ing in a few weeks; we need to act 
now. E-mail President Dennison 
and Vice President Foley; let them 
know that we would love to see 
them live up to their words, and we 
do not want to wear nor buy appar-
el produced at the expense of other 
peoples’ health and well-being.
Jared Fischer,
freshman, anthropology
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Education students might be 
asked to help with the new Mon-
tana Digital Academy after cours-
es start this fall.
“One thing I’m very interested 
in is having graduate or under-
graduate students fill the role of 
tutor in online courses,” academy 
director Bob Currie said. 
Currie said the academy has no 
specific plans for tutors yet, but it 
will continue to work on the idea 
after courses start this fall.
The 2009 state legislature ap-
propriated $2 million for the de-
velopment of a statewide online 
school, which led to the creation 
of the Montana Digital Academy. 
Superintendents and other edu-
cators in Montana lobbied for the 
creation of the state-funded acade-
my after a similar program turned 
out to be unsustainable but in 
high demand. The Montana State 
E-Learning Consortium, opened 
in 2005, was supported by fees 
paid by participating schools and 
closed in early 2009.
“Right at the end of its func-
tionality, we talked to (School of 
Education Dean) Bobbie Evans 
at UM to discuss the possibil-
ity of the school hosting it,” said 
Bruce Messinger, superintendant 
of Helena Schools. He served on 
the governing board of the consor-
tium and now serves on the board 
for the new academy.
The academy will provide both 
remedial and advanced courses for 
any Montana high school student 
at no cost to the student or his or 
her hometown school district. All 
teachers and course developers 
will be licensed Montana educa-
tors.
“It will be nice for small 
schools that can’t offer pre-calcu-
lus or third-year French,” said Syl-
via Moore, Montana deputy com-
missioner of academic and student 
affairs.
The ability of students to take 
upper-level courses could become 
even more crucial as colleges be-
gin raising admission standards. 
Vice President of Student Af-
fairs Teresa Branch and Provost 
Royce Engstrom discussed UM’s 
plans to adjust the admissions 
process at the March Board of Re-
gents meeting and with the student 
government earlier this year.
The changes include adding 
a new category of entrance re-
quirements that, if met, would 
grant a student instant admission 
to UM. Other students would be 
asked to provide additional mate-
rial for review, such as letters of 
recommendation, essays or port-
folios.
At the March Regents meeting, 
Engstrom said the changes will 
not be implemented until fall 2013 
to give high school students time 
to prepare for them. The proposal 
would not alter current admission 
standards set by the state, but rath-
er create a new category and alter 
internal processes.
“UM wants to make their pro-
cess a little less time-consuming 
and make more time for ensur-
ing student success,” Moore said. 
“They want to look more carefully 
at applications from others to en-
sure they would be more success-
ful.”
UM also proposes to end its 
rolling admission policy and set 
a priority admission deadline of 
Feb. 1 that Branch and Engstrom 
said would make decisions more 
fair by looking at all applicants 
together. 
“We have a lot of students who 
wait until well into the summer 
and those students don’t have the 
benefit of advising and course of-
ferings available to other students 
who have applied earlier,” Eng-
strom said in March.
The regents noted at their meet-
ing that the new policy, along with 
automatic admission for high-
achieving students, would give 
admission officers more time to 
carefully choose students to fill 
the 15 percent exemption pool of 
applicants whose special circum-
stances — such as diversity or ath-
letic talent — might make them a 
valuable addition to the university 
despite being unable to meet nor-
mal admission standards.
Engstrom, who helped estab-
lish the Office for Student Suc-
cess, hopes the extra time could 
also improve retention rates at UM 
by better identifying who is ready 
to succeed at college.
Moore said the Montana Uni-
versity System might adopt simi-
lar standards in the future if UM’s 
changes are successful, but doesn’t 
expect anything to happen soon.
“We’ve got enough things on 
our plate in higher education right 
now,” Moore said.
Currie will join schools at all 
levels in the push for higher educa-
tion funding during the upcoming 
legislative session because the leg-
islature will have to decide what 
support to give the digital acad-
emy for future years.
“We are going to work really 
hard to get our data together and 
success stories collected so we can 
work with the legislature,” Currie 
said.
The decisions at the legislature 
could impact the growth of the 
fledgling program and the future 
cost for students and schools.
But for now, the academy is 
focusing on preparing for its first 
year.
“I spent the last six years as di-
rector of Michigan’s virtual school 
program, so I have an understand-
ing of what it takes,” Currie said.
He was hired in January to lead 
the program, which is operated 
from the UM campus and will 
likely continue to build connec-
tions with the College of Educa-
tion. 
This week, Currie and others 
from the academy will review the 
applications of potential teachers 
and continue introducing the pro-
gram to schools.
“We’re hoping for about 1,000 
students for this fall, but we have 
to wait and see how it all materi-
alizes,” Currie said. “A lot of the 
schools had already started into 
their scheduling process.”
Despite the challenges ahead, 
Messinger feels confident that the 
new support from the legislature 
and partnership with UM will help 
the digital academy and students 
succeed.
“It really feels like we are start-
ing in a better place,” Messinger 
said.
More information about the 
academy is available at www.mon-
tanadigitalacademy.org.
jayme.fraser@umontana.edu
UM hosts virtual school, adjusts admissions process
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Italians call the activity “il gio-
co della sedia,” while the French 
refer to it as “chaises musicales.” 
Here in Montana, it’s called mu-
sical chairs, and the largest game 
in the state will take place on the 
Oval today at noon.
The event, in its second year, 
is sponsored by the University 
of Montana Entertainment Man-
agement Program, which helps 
students gain experience in the 
entertainment business. Last year 
the group rented 200 chairs and 
122 people participated. Program 
member Mike Houchin hopes this 
year’s event will attract more play-
ers.
“We’ll have 300 chairs, so hope-
fully 300 people will show up,” the 
senior radio and TV broadcasting 
major said.
Despite a forecast predicting 
a high of only 45 degrees and a 
chance of precipitation, Houchin 
said the show will go on.
“There could be snow, but we 
hope people will come out,” he 
said.
Members of the entertainment 
management program will begin 
setting up on the Oval at 8:30 a.m., 
using metal folding chairs they 
rented from UM Facilities Servic-
es at 70 cents a chair.
“At first it’s really more lines of 
chairs,” Houchin said of the shape 
the chairs form when placed on the 
Oval. “It becomes more of a circle 
when we take chairs out.”
A PA system will belt out songs 
from Roger Clyne and the Peace-
makers and local band GreenStar. 
Tracy Lopez, a disc jockey at local 
radio station Trail 103.3, will be 
on hand to switch on and off the 
music.
“We’ll have staff there to keep 
an eye on things,” Houchin said. 
“Last year it was pretty well-be-
haved, so we’re not worried.”
Because university regula-
tions place a time restriction on 
the broadcasting of amplified 
sound on the Oval, the first several 
rounds will each see the removal 
of 20 chairs to speed up the game.
“When we get down to 10 
Oval to host gargantuan 
game of musical chairs
A new minor set to begin next 
fall at the University of Montana 
will fill a six-year void in Asian 
Studies. 
The new South and Southeast 
Asia minor will offer classes that 
haven’t been available to under-
graduates at UM since pioneering 
Asian Studies professor Darshan 
Kang retired six years ago. 
Kang, who began teaching at 
the university in 1972, taught an 
introduction to South Asia course 
while he worked in the geography 
department and was one of the 
few professors on campus teach-
ing about the region at that time. 
Now, UM is the only school in the 
country to offer an undergradu-
ate minor focusing on the region, 
which includes India, Indonesia 
and Thailand.
Ruth Vanita, a professor in the 
liberal studies program, will take 
over teaching the renewed intro-
ductory class. Prior to this, UM 
students have had few opportu-
nities to learn about South and 
Southeast Asia in a deeper way, 
she said.
“India is home to one-sixth of 
the world’s population, and it’s 
barely taught at all on campus 
right now,” Vanita said. 
Vanita said she hopes students 
will get a better understanding of 
the complex societies that make up 
that region of the world. South and 
Southeast Asia is the birthplace 
of some of the world’s oldest and 
largest religions, including Hindu-
ism and Buddhism. Islam is also 
widely practiced in that region, but 
in a form that many in the West 
aren’t familiar with.
“There’s an Islam that’s outside 
of the Middle East that is way im-
portant,” Vanita said.
Students haven’t been able 
to get the type of education 
regarding India, the world’s sec-
ond largest country and an impor-
tant U.S. ally, since Kang retired.
Kang, who still lives in Mis-
soula, will donate his collection of 
books and films to the university. 
Kang said he was unable to speak 
to the Kaimin, citing health rea-
sons.
“This new minor is really going 
New Asian Studies minor honors 
retired professor Darshan Kang
Kimball Bennion
Montana Kaimin
LI Lei searches for a book on public administration Wednesday in the Mike and Maureen Mansfield 
Library. Students are starting to tackle end-of-the-year projects as classes wind down.
Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin
Book maze
See MINOR, page 7
See CHAIRS, page 7
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people, then we’ll take out one 
chair at a time,” Houchin said.
This year’s winner will receive 
$250 in cash, while the second 
place finisher will get $50 and 
a $50 commuter card. The third 
place finisher will receive a $50 
commuter card. The game is open 
to student and community mem-
bers alike.
Arieanna Fisher, the winner of 
last year’s game, credited her suc-
cess to her small size. Houchin, 
meanwhile, doesn’t feel a winning 
strategy exists.
“I think you just need to be very 
perceptive,” he said, “It depends a 
lot on luck.”
Houchin says the program’s 
long-term goal for the activity is to 
enter the Guinness Book of World 
Records for hosting the largest 
game of musical chairs. The re-
cord currently belongs to the An-
glo-Chinese School in Singapore, 
which hosted a 3.5-hour game in 
1989 with 8,328 participants.
The musical chairs game is a 
part of the entertainment man-
agement program’s annual Spring 
Thaw events, which help to cel-
ebrate the end of the spring semes-
ter. 
Upcoming Spring Thaw events 
include a casino night, a Haiti ben-
efit and a festival on the Oval.
“It’s a way to give the class a 
hands-on experience with running 
events,” said member Lucas Con-
dor, a junior marketing major.
A complete schedule of the 
events can be found at umtenter-
tainment.org.
erin.cole@umontana.edu
to be a tribute to him,” said G.G. 
Weix, a professor in the anthro-
pology department who will teach 
classes offered in the new minor.
Weix will be one of five fac-
ulty members on campus to offer 
classes within the minor, many of 
which will help to fulfill general 
education requirements. 
In addition to learning about 
that part of the world, Weix said 
she hopes students will get a 
chance to experience it as well. 
The minor will offer study abroad 
opportunities in the near future, 
Weix said, and the classes students 
take will give them a needed head-
start.
“What this minor is going to 
give people is the background to 
go to South and Southeast Asia 
and study abroad because they’ll 
understand the place,” she said.
Although similar programs are 
offered at the graduate level at 
other universities, Weix said UM’s 
minor about the region is unique 
because it is offered to undergrad-
uates, which will give students an 
early opportunity to get to know a 
complex region growing in global 
influence.
“To have undergraduates be 
able to study these regions … it’s 
so crucial,” she said. “I think the 
earlier the better.”
kimball.bennion@umontana.edu
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A student-made documentary 
about the business of medical 
marijuana in Montana will soon 
be debuting on television and in 
the UC Theater. 
The film, “Cannabusiness,” 
was shot by 19 journalism students 
in their Documentary Production 
class. It explores some of the le-
gally and morally complex issues 
that surround the growth and dis-
tribution of a product that can be 
purchased by more than 12,000 
medical marijuana cardholders in 
the state. The students said they 
thought the subject was important 
to cover because of its impact, not 
just on caregivers and patients, but 
on the rest of Montana as well.
“Everyone cares about pot,” 
chief editor Dan Ryan said. “Ev-
eryone has an opinion on it, one 
way or the other.”
Ryan said the medical marijua-
na business is more expansive than 
people think, but is largely un-
regulated. The documentary team 
had a hard time finding experts on 
certain subjects, he said, and no 
one really knows how to answer 
some questions surrounding the 
purchase and use of a product that 
is still outlawed by the federal gov-
ernment. 
“Can you fire people for hav-
ing a (medical marijuana) card? If 
they are licensed, are they allowed 
to smoke at work?” Ryan asked. 
“There is a lot of gray area.”
Director Paige Browning said 
law enforcement is caught in a 
Students to show documentary 
on medical marijuana industry
Justyn Field
Montana Kaimin
bind too, because while caregivers 
are only allowed to have six plants 
per patient, officers aren’t allowed 
to check their growing operations 
for compliance without having an 
unrelated warrant.
Browning said that several lu-
crative side businesses have also 
sprouted up around the exploding 
business.
“Security is a whole other is-
sue,” Browning said. “Some of 
these places have hundreds of 
plants. One operation has guns ly-
ing out in the open.”
There is also a growing poten-
tial market for insurers, many of 
whom have been leery of offering 
to subsidize such a controversial 
and potentially illegal product. 
That hasn’t deterred everyone, 
though.
“One guy was going around to 
these conventions offering to sell 
crop insurance to growers,” field 
producer Willi Brooks said. (Full 
disclosure: Willi Brooks is also a 
Kaimin columnist.)
Medical marijuana legaliza-
tion, which has already created 
an almost unbearable situation for 
government employees struggling 
to keep up with loads of paperwork 
submitted by card applicants, has 
also created a set of circumstances 
that some growers have started to 
exploit.
“Some people are definitely in 
it for a good reason,” Brooks said, 
saying that some clients have se-
vere pain that the caregivers want-
ed to help relieve. Browning said 
that one Billings caregiver even 
used his marijuana sales income to 
make a sizable donation to St. Jude 
Children’s Research Hospital.
“But other people are in it to 
find loopholes and make $200,000 
a month,” Brooks said. 
The exploitation of the law has 
also led to a newly-formed black 
market for the medical marijuana 
cards, Brooks said. At some con-
ventions, out-of-state doctors have 
certified cardholders through a 
two-minute meeting held via a 
computer.
The students had only 15 weeks 
to make the documentary. Most 
documentaries, they said, can take 
from 1 1/2 to 10 years to produce.
The students strongly recom-
mended that people see the film 
to learn about something new and 
complex; even people selling the 
product don’t fully understand the 
scope of the industry.
“We dive into topics that news 
stations can’t cover in great de-
tail,” Ryan said.
Although the issue is a serious 
one for many Montanans, Brown-
ing said that there are certainly 
laugh-out-loud moments in the 
film as well.
The film will premiere May 14 
at 7:00 p.m. in the UC Theater and 
will also show on Montana PBS 
May 25 at 8:00 p.m. and May 27 
at 2:00 a.m. 
DVD copies can be purchased 
through the “Cannabusiness” 
website at www.umt.edu/canna-
business.
justyn.field@umontana.edu 
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“I just was fortunate to be around the 
right people, frankly,” he said. 
Foley was raised with access to Mon-
tana’s political elite. The middle child of 
five, he grew up in Helena next door to 
Democrat Lee Metcalf, who served terms 
in both the House of Representatives and 
Senate between 1961 and 1978 after holding 
several state government positions. 
The Missoulian would later rank Metcalf 
the 15th most influential Montanan of the 
20th century. Foley worked for him as an 
intern in the 1970s, between years studying 
government at St. John’s University in Col-
legeville, Minn. 
Foley’s father, James Hugh Foley, served 
on the Helena City Council and as the city’s 
interim mayor, later taking on other high-
profile positions in the community. 
Pat Williams, who held a seat in the 
U.S. House of Representatives from 1979 
to 1992, knew Foley’s father and became 
“aware of” Foley about the time he was in-
terning for Metcalf. It was Williams who 
decided to bring Foley onto his D.C. staff, 
where he worked from 1983 to 1996, first as 
a legal assistant and then as the staff direc-
tor. 
Williams said Foley was hardworking, 
efficient and trustworthy, willing to put in 
long hours and determined to succeed at the 
tasks given to him. He proved himself in 
1992, Williams said, which was a particu-
larly busy year in Congress. 
On top of handling the day-to-day chal-
lenges that came with everything happening 
in Washington, Foley managed Williams’ 
re-election campaign, which was statewide 
for the first time — the 1990 Census had 
knocked Montana down to one representa-
tive rather than two. He was able to balance 
the two jobs remarkably well, Williams 
said.  
“I think most people working in the Con-
gressional offices failed at that task, but not 
Jim,” he said. “He pulled it off.” 
That success was the key for landing oth-
er highly regarded jobs in the future.
“I personally think — and I suspect Jim 
would agree with this — that the real break-
through in his life was working in Wash-
ington, D.C.,” Williams said. “It’s not only 
a great proving ground, but it puts a glow 
around the successful people who work 
there.”  
The D.C. experience certainly had its ef-
fect on Foley. He was an average student in 
high school and college, but when he started 
working for politicians, he became intoxi-
cated by a lifestyle that involved working 
around the clock and traveling constantly. 
He became accustomed to a life that re-
volved around his job. 
After Williams retired from the House 
of Representatives, Foley took a short break 
from politics to work for the UM Founda-
tion, where he and Dennison formed a pro-
fessional relationship that would serve as 
a base for the work they do together now. 
Dennison said he approached Foley with 
the idea of a job in the administration dur-
ing those years, but Foley soon left to serve 
as Max Baucus’ Montana chief of staff. 
Nevertheless, Foley and his wife, Julie, 
had started considering the idea of settling 
in Montana permanently and adopting a 
slower-paced life — or at least getting the 
chance to enjoy their season tickets to Mon-
tana football games for once. So when Den-
nison approached Foley to offer the job of 
executive vice president, the timing seemed 
right. 
“But it was very hard to leave Max, just 
because that’s what I knew,” Foley said. 
The world of academia was foreign, as 
his plans had always revolved around poli-
tics, but Foley seized the opportunity for 
something new. 
“I really don’t look back much,” he said. 
“So I’m trying to go forward more than any-
thing.” 
Foley is the kind of person who hardly 
ever stops moving — the tasks in front of 
him force him to live in the present and plan 
for the immediate future. But it’s been a long 
week. When he takes off his reading glasses 
and stops staring down at event agendas and 
a BlackBerry screen, the weariness in his 
eyes becomes apparent, as does the way his 
mouth curves into a natural frown. 
Cold air comes through the open win-
dow by his desk, along with the sound of 
students on the Oval. Foley says the campus 
atmosphere has been good for him, a stark 
contrast to the world of D.C. offices. He 
leans back in his chair, allowing his mind to 
dwell on the past, if only for a second. 
ERIkA BEEDE HAS HER discussion points listed in pink pen on 
University of Montana notepaper. This is 
the culmination of her role as Foley’s gate-
keeper: condensing the many phone calls 
and e-mails the office receives into a page 
of brief lines, checking off each order of 
business as it’s dealt with and scheduling 
meetings with people from the outside when 
necessary.  
The goal, generally, is to figure out how 
to balance all the appointments Foley wants 
with all the appointments people are re-
questing with Foley. That includes the time 
Foley plans to spend with his wife. 
Julie and Jim Foley met at a D.C. event 
about 25 years ago. Both have a background 
in politics; they’re used to living indepen-
dent lives. He admires her ability to make 
friends outside of her work as a teacher, and 
she often tells her husband that she doesn’t 
know what he’d do if his job weren’t all-
consuming. They make time to sit down on 
Sundays and block out their schedules for 
the week. 
But even though they’re busy with their 
own lives, their partnership is important, 
Foley said. That’s something Dennison 
must have recognized — when he was 
working to convince Foley to take the job at 
UM, he called Julie to talk it over with her 
as well, something Foley only learned about 
this past year.     
“I think George would have rather hired 
Julie,” he laughed. “He got two for the price 
of one; he just probably got the wrong one.” 
Beede informs Foley he’s expected to 
remain at an event until 5 p.m. on Friday 
night. He sighs.
“Can you just let Jules know we won’t 
leave for the lake until 6, then?” he says. 
Beede adds it to her list of things to do. 
DENNISON CREATED THE executive vice president position dur-
ing the restructuring of the Montana Uni-
versity System in the mid-1990s, which 
placed Montana Tech in Butte and the Uni-
versity of Montana Western in Dillon under 
the University of Montana’s administrative 
jurisdiction as affiliates of the institution. 
With vice presidents in charge of designated 
areas like “administration and finance” and 
“academic affairs,” Dennison decided there 
needed to be one executive vice president 
who would coordinate the activities of each 
of those administrators and oversee all the 
university’s campuses. 
Bob Frazier, who was Dennison’s main 
adviser at the time, was given the new ex-
ecutive vice president title. In the years that 
he held the position, it expanded to include 
overseeing the university’s marketing and 
public relations efforts. 
The nature of the executive vice presi-
dent role is cooperation and figuring out 
how to compromise with an array of com-
peting interests. This was an adjustment 
for Foley, who was used to playing a very 
partisan role. He realized that in academia 
he had to pick his battles instead of tackling 
everything, as he had in his previous life, he 
said. He was used to dealing with a prob-
lem the same day it arose, but getting things 
done in the university system takes time. 
“It moves like an oil tanker,” he said. “It 
moves slowly and deliberately.” 
But, ever the diplomat, he adds that he 
“understands and respects” the process. 
Foley has a knack for remaining politi-
cally correct at all times. He spent enough 
years working closely with candidates to 
learn the importance of presenting a public 
image, to anticipate what members of the 
press or opponents might say. He knows 
how to say enough for people to trust him 
without giving away any of the things he’s 
not prepared to disclose. The decisions 
might come from Dennison’s office, but 
Foley’s the one who must sell them — in 
interviews, in meetings, in press releases or 
television spots. 
“I never set out to be the spokesman for 
anything,” he said. “That just goes with the 
territory.” 
Whether he sought it out or not, it’s 
something he’s skilled at.  
“He’s a very, very personable guy,” said 
Ella Torti, a member of Students for Eco-
nomic and Social Justice, a group that has 
butted heads with university administration 
over the years in its attempts to convince the 
school to cut contracts with apparel compa-
nies shown to have suspect labor practices. 
Torti recognizes that Foley’s hands are 
tied, since Dennison is the one with the 
power to make decisions, but it’s Foley the 
group meets with when it wants to bring 
its concerns to the administration. And it’s 
Foley who will try to talk them into circles, 
saying a lot in response to a question without 
actually answering the question, Torti said. 
But she said this has less to do with Foley as 
a person and more to do with Foley’s job as 
the university’s voice. 
“He’s a good guy with good intentions 
who’s a very smooth talker,” she said. 
Other people are not as forgiving in their 
analysis of Foley’s role. The fact that he was 
appointed by Dennison directly rather than 
selected through a formal search process or-
ganized by the Montana University System 
leaves some members of the campus com-
munity suspicious. He’s a powerful man 
backed by a network of powerful people, 
and he takes both in stride. Perhaps that’s 
why many of his critics are not willing to 
speak about their concerns on the record. 
There are, however, plenty of people who 
will sing his praises.  
David Aronofsky, UM’s legal counsel, 
has known Foley for 20 years, working with 
him in Washington as well as Montana. 
He describes him as “funny, professional 
and very, very loyal to the university,” and 
said part of his ability to earn people’s trust 
comes from the respect he has for what oth-
er people’s jobs involve.
“He has respect for the position and then, 
after he gets to know you, respect for you as 
a person,” he said. 
For his part, Foley said he does his best 
to be genuine. 
“Is it perfect? Hell, no,” he said. “Do I 
try? Yeah.”
But there’s only so far it can go. Though 
he’s quick to offer up personal stories or 
weigh in on things he’s at liberty to have an 
opinion about, he’s careful. 
He’s willing to talk about the connec-
tions he has in Washington, the people he’s 
still in contact with — people like Jim Mes-
sina, President Obama’s deputy chief of 
staff and a former Baucus staffer — but he’s 
not ready to say whether he’ll choose D.C. 
or Missoula in the future. For a question like 
that, he picks his words carefully.
“Some other things have come forward 
that have no great interest to me,” he said, 
“but I’ve enjoyed this, and I think it’s been 
interesting to be a part of this. I hope I’ve 
been helpful to the campus.”
It’s late afternoon and tIme to start making the rounds. It’s important 
to go to as many events as possible, foley 
explains, but he doesn’t plan to stay at any of 
them for long. He tells Beede he’ll be back 
within the hour, probably before she leaves 
for the night.
He puts a navy blue blazer on over his 
light blue shirt and orange flowered tie, and 
contemplates grabbing an umbrella before 
walking out the back door of main Hall, out 
under the gray overcast sky he’s observed 
through windows all day.   
the people at the award banquet for fac-
ulty and staff members are glad to see him. 
He can only walk three steps into the Uni-
versity Center ballroom before he’s stopped 
by nancy Wilson, the asUm transporta-
tion director. they chat briefly before foley 
moves on to the next person, and soon he’s 
surrounded by a continuous ebb of people 
that changes constantly, with those waiting 
to say something moving impatiently closer 
as those who’ve had their say bid farewell. 
most of them are carrying drinks and food, 
but foley doesn’t take the time to have any-
thing. as soon as he’s able to walk out the 
door without somebody stopping him, he 
does. 
His next stop is the Um forum for liv-
ing with appropriate technology, one of the 
University-owned homes on arthur avenue 
where students demonstrate sustainable 
living techniques. there, he mingles with 
students in worn jeans and fleece jackets 
in the same way he was chatting up faculty 
and staff, managing to pinpoint the asUm 
senators — the students with power — amid 
the crowd. 
the jaunt takes longer than expected, and 
he returns to a dark, locked office without 
his keys. dennison’s assistant, Cathleen, lets 
him in. It seems this is a common occur-
rence. 
though everyone else has left, the eve-
ning is young. foley returns to his desk. 
allison.maier@umontana.edu
FOLEY
From page 1
Carmen George/Montana Kaimin
University of Montana Executive Vice President 
Jim Foley chats with a visitor at an Earth Day bar-
beque hosted by the UM FLAT, a house on Arthur 
Avenue where students demonstrate sustainable 
living techniques. 
I personally think — and I suspect Jim would 
agree with this — that the real breakthrough 
in his life was working in Washington, D.C.
” 
“
-Pat Williams, U.S. Representative from 1979 to 1992
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research the idea, looking at how it’s been 
implemented at other institutions and asking 
the public for feedback. The group is still 
in the information-analyzing phase and no-
body is willing to commit to anything spe-
cific, though they’ll have to soon. They’re 
expected to turn in a report and final recom-
mendations to Dennison in May.
Moser was soon joined in the lab by his 
roommate and fellow lab employee Gabri-
el Ahl, a biochemistry junior who sported 
dreadlocks and a T-shirt explaining why 
beer is better than women. The two greeted 
each other as only science majors would.
“How’s your growth going?”
“You know, it’s going pretty well.”
Ahl likes to come back to the lab at night 
to do homework, even if he doesn’t have any 
research to do. He just likes the atmosphere. 
In the background, Moser was playing some 
tapes of Grateful Dead and Jerry Garcia 
shows that a friend had made for him. 
While Moser explained his beliefs about 
a shortened workweek mildly, Ahl was 
more direct.
“I think it’s a ridiculous concept,” he 
said. “This isn’t a 9-to-5 job. We don’t come 
in here with nine hours of work for the day.” 
The thing about chemistry is that it in-
volves a lot of purification processes that 
have to take place over time. There’s often a 
lot of waiting around and the work can’t be 
done at home. Even with a 5-day week, Ahl 
still finds himself coming in on the week-
ends. And, he pointed out, he’s not even a 
graduate student. 
It doesn’t take a study group to realize 
that there’s a limit to the number of build-
ings on campus that can actually be shut 
down for three days at a time. The nine 
dorms would obviously still be occupied, 
and the library and Public Safety Office 
have to provide services throughout the 
week. It’s hard to imagine the University 
Center closed on Saturdays, when the school 
hosts well-attended football games. 
Chris Comer, the dean of the College of 
Arts and Sciences and the co-director of the 
four-day workweek study group, said that 
electrical bills are the most costly aspect of 
keeping buildings open. The cost of heating, 
for example, is not as significant. 
But though shutting off the lights and 
barring people from buildings would be the 
easiest way to save money, the administra-
tion recognizes that it’s not feasible, Comer 
said. People like Moser and Ahl would still 
be permitted to use labs at off-times. 
“This is a research university and no-
body wants to jeopardize that,” Comer said. 
The lab where Moser and Ahl work is 
run by assistant professor Klara Briknaro-
va and helps determine the shape of pro-
teins found in the human body. It’s a pre-
cise process that starts with injecting DNA 
segments into E. coli cells and ends with a 
three-dimensional idea of a protein’s struc-
ture. This aids researchers in determining 
what the protein’s function is. Most of the 
work is done for outside companies who are 
paying for the research to be conducted so 
they can use the findings in one way or an-
other, Ahl said.
“It’s like a results thing,” he said. “You’re 
expected to get results and not overwork 
yourself.” 
That’s essentially the main concern 
hanging over the university as it looks into 
the shortened workweek: Can it still get re-
sults and avoid overworking people? It’s not 
just about electricity, Comer said. The qual-
ity of life of the people working and going to 
school at UM is at stake as well.
For the most part, the biggest opponents 
of the change are members of the faculty, 
Comer said. They’re worried about the qual-
ity of education they can give to students 
if they’re working longer hours every day. 
They’re concerned about how it would affect 
their life outside of school — what it would 
mean for their families. Staff members are 
generally less concerned, Comer said. And 
student opinions are so varied that the study 
group sent out a survey to get a better idea of 
where they stand. 
Because there’s so much that has to be 
worked out, it’s possible that if a four-day 
week were adopted at all, it would only be 
in a limited form, Comer said. Though the 
university has talked to a lot of other col-
leges about what they’ve done, it’s hard to 
track down a school that’s actually been able 
to implement anything on the scale of what 
Dennison has suggested. 
More commonly, the shortened work-
week only ends up affecting certain depart-
ments or members of the staff or faculty. 
That was the case at the University of North 
Carolina, where the chancellor recommend-
ed the measure about a year ago as some-
thing sectors could take up voluntarily, said 
Dee Reid, the director of communications 
for UNC’s College of Arts and Sciences. 
Though the policy gives employees more 
flexibility, Reid said, it hasn’t saved the 
school any money. 
If the University of Montana ever figures 
out a way to put a four-day workweek in 
place, it probably won’t happen for at least 
another academic year, Comer said. It’s 
likely that Moser and Ahl will never have to 
deal with the challenges they’re concerned 
about.
After collecting all the protein samples 
he needed, Moser gathered all the dishes, 
beakers and jars he’d used for the experi-
ment and began cleaning up the biochem-
istry lab. Ahl had gone home early, favor-
ing drinking some beer to finishing up his 
homework. 
That left Moser alone with dead germs 
and basins of bleach before he, too, would 
flip off the light switch and head out for the 
night.
allison.maier@umontana.edu
WORKWEEK
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Chemistry junior Luke Moser labels the DNA-
infused E. coli solution he has created to research 
a specific protein. He is studying the shape of the 
Tobacco Etch Virus for the University of Montana 
lab where he works, and often has to return to 
the building in the evening or at night because 
of the time it takes for samples to be frozen or 
properly infused with a substance. 
Allison Maier/Montana Kaimin
I think it’s 
a ridiculous 
concept. This 
isn’t a 9-to-5 
job. We don’t 
come in 
here with 
nine hours 
of work for 
the day.
”
“
-Gabriel Ahl, 
lab employee
With the campus contemplating 
the possibility of a four-day work 
week, Davidson Honors College 
Dean James McKusick has come 
up with an alternative way to save 
money and resources: 14-week se-
mesters. 
The ASUM Senate voted in sup-
port of his proposal at its Wednes-
day meeting. 
The idea is simply to cut off 
the first week of classes in the fall 
and the last week of classes in the 
spring, reducing the number of 
instructional days at the univer-
sity from 75 to 70 each semes-
ter. McKusick said the idea would 
probably have a better chance of 
gaining support from the Montana 
Board of Regents, which oversees 
higher education in the state, than 
the four-day workweek, since that 
proposal would drop the number 
of school days down to 60. 
McKusick said the university 
could benefit from a shortened se-
mester because it would force the 
school to offer more intensive ed-
ucation, possibly using online class 
components to make up for the 7 
percent of class time that would 
be lost. This would help create a 
more modernized system of high-
er education, he said, since it’s an 
area that has lagged behind as ev-
erything else in the United States 
have become increasingly more ef-
ficient.
“We’re still in a 19th century 
model, maybe even an 18th cen-
tury model, of higher education, 
where seat time equals credits,” 
he said.
McKusick said his propos-
al would not change existing 
12-month contracts and would 
create two additional weeks in the 
summer for students to hold jobs 
and faculty to work on research. 
On top of that, it would help re-
duce the university’s carbon foot-
print since it would close buildings 
for two additional weeks a year, he 
said.   
Nevertheless, McKusick admits 
that there are some courses, like 
science labs or language classes, 
that require constant face-to-face 
interaction and therefore would 
not benefit from online sessions. 
In addition, he said, there could be 
financial aid implications that come 
with the plan since it’s possible 
that the federal government might 
not award Pell Grants to students 
studying at institutions with se-
mesters shorter than 15 weeks. If 
that is the case, McKusick said, he 
wouldn’t support the change.
McKusick has written his ideas 
in a proposal, which he submitted 
to the four-day workweek study 
group. He’s been told he’s not the 
only one who’s suggested an alter-
nate solution.
The study group plans to an-
nounce its findings about the four-
day workweek on May 4 at 3 p.m. 
in the UC Theater.
Dean proposes 
14-week semester
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MontPIRG fee vote could be nullified
Jayme Fraser
Montana Kaimin
The opportunity for students to 
vote on a MontPIRG fee will end 
tonight as polls close for the regu-
lar election ballot, but regardless 
of the result, the votes might be 
nullified.
ASUM Sen. Erik Rose pe-
titioned an independent review 
board to consider the constitution-
ality of the vote after miscommu-
nications created potential con-
flicts with a section that requires 
the ballot language to be published 
in the Kaimin four consecutive is-
sues before an election. 
Depending on when the review 
board meets and because the Kai-
min ends publication for the se-
mester Friday, the MontPIRG ref-
erendum might be able to be added 
to the special election May 3 to 4.
“After 17 hours of voting, we 
feel that voter turn out will exceed 
the turn out requirement of 12 
percent,” MontPIRG Chair Jared 
Trilling said. “Any action to halt 
the election or nullify the results 
would only harm MontPIRG and 
cause even more confusion among 
the student body.”
John Blake, who serves on the 
review board, said it has not set a 
meeting time yet but will schedule 
one before the end of the academic 
year.
The ASUM Senate voted unan-
imously to accept Vice President 
Emily May’s recommendation to 
remove political science senior 
Brad Dusenberry from the review 
board because of his MontPIRG 
affiliation and instead instate first-
year law student Dean Koffler as 
its fifth member.
“We aim to keep the board very 
neutral,” May said.
In other business, School of Art 
director Julia Galloway spoke with 
the senate about the proposed in-
crease to the athletic fee and how 
it could affect art students.
“I don’t have a huge concern 
about the fee. I would have liked 
to know it was coming to let my 
students know, though,” Galloway 
said after moving her chair to ad-
dress all in the room, not just the 
senate. “It was a surprise for me 
to read it in the paper. My under-
standing was it was going to be 
from private donations.”
Galloway said the athletic and 
art departments have been discuss-
ing the idea for years, and while 
Dean Stephen Kalm had discussed 
the fee with student senators, un-
intentional miscommunication be-
tween the departments and ASUM 
left some surprised with the an-
nouncement.
“These are both clear facilities 
issues that have needed to be ad-
dressed for a long time,” Galloway 
said. “I understand why it would 
be a good idea to be a fee because 
it would be hard for the athletic 
program to raise money for an art 
annex and it would be hard for the 
School of Art to raise money for a 
weight room.”
ASUM Business Manager Jake 
Armstrong clarified the senate’s 
understanding of the proposal: 
Half of the funds from the increase 
would support the construction of a 
new art annex, while the other half 
would go to the athletic program 
for its part of the renovations. The 
Art Annex would become a safer, 
larger weight room and a new art 
annex would be constructed. 
Armstrong said he learned 
from UM Executive Vice Presi-
dent Jim Foley that the adminis-
tration is considering four possible 
locations for the new art annex, 
though a proposal to build it across 
the river near the East Broadway 
Park-N-Ride is currently the most 
affordable and favored option. 
Armstrong said he did not know 
the location of the other three op-
tions.
Galloway said building the new 
annex across the river could fur-
ther disenfranchise art students 
who are already spread across 
campus.
“It’s a mile and a quarter, so 
it’s a bit of a hike,” Galloway said. 
“That’s 80 students crossing the 
river every two hours.”
She said the School of Art has 
talked about renovating the Sch-
reiber gymnasium, but thinks that 
option is not much better than ret-
rofitting the current facility. 
The Art Annex was converted 
from an ice rink in the 1970s, 
Galloway said, after art professor 
Rudy Autio struck an agreement 
with the university president to 
sculpt the grizzly statue near the 
Lommason Center in exchange for 
the struggling rink.
Sen. Austin James asked which 
was more important for the School 
of Art when weighing the options: 
student safety concerns or loca-
tion.
“No matter where we are, the 
health and safety issues have to be 
addressed,” Galloway said.
Earlier in public comment, art 
student Mara Vinton asked if the 
vote on the athletic fee could be 
delayed.
“I’m very and extremely con-
cerned about the whole future 
direction of the School of Art 
being decided by a small number of 
students,” Vinton said. “Is there 
any way we could postpone the 
special election?”
Elections Committee Chair 
Sen. Will Selph said it would be 
difficult unless the senate voted 
to table the referendum until next 
fall. The senate did not motion to 
do so.
Senators also discussed a reso-
lution amending election bylaws.
“These election bylaw changes 
are a result of the rollercoaster 
learning experience I’ve had as 
chair of the election committee,” 
Selph said.
Selph said he hoped the chang-
es would simply clarify current 
practices and guarantee students’ 
experience is the same every year 
despite high turnover in student 
government leadership.
Senators John Wilke and Ali-
son Kilts expressed concern that 
one amendment could cripple the 
ability of ASUM agencies to con-
sider fee increases and inform stu-
dents about such proposals.
Vice President May clarified 
that a fee could still be passed with 
a two-thirds vote by the senate.
Selph said the intent was not 
to hinder agencies, but to prevent 
non-campus organizations or in-
dividuals from petitioning for a 
student fee, and would put ASUM 
election policy more in-line with 
the practices at the state level.
The amendments also drew 
criticism from some senators 
because it was unclear how it 
would impact student groups with 
See ASUM, page 16
”
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University of Montana instruc-
tor Garry Kerr doesn’t want to hog 
any glory.
“This was a case of me win-
ning an award for actually doing 
very little,” he said. “The students 
deserve the credit.” 
The anthropology instructor 
received the Eleanor Roosevelt 
Global Citizenship Award from 
the Center for Public Anthropol-
ogy. Kerr won the award for en-
couraging his Anthropology 101 
classes to participate in the Com-
munity Action Online project. 
Students from all across the U.S. 
write papers on a given topic, sub-
mit them online, and then grade 
one another.
This year 36 UM students re-
ceived recognition for their papers 
on whether blood samples taken 
in the 1960s from the Brazilian 
Yanomami tribe should be re-
turned. The Yanomami requested 
the samples because of a religious 
belief that all remains should be 
destroyed.
Kerr said getting students to 
write papers isn’t always easy. 
“It pisses people off; it drives 
them nuts,” he said. 
Kerr said once it’s finished, 
though, most students give posi-
tive feedback. 
“For some of them, it turns 
them into activists,” he said. “And 
for many more, it turns into this 
great chance to have a connection 
with something bigger than Mis-
soula.”
UM freshman Kathryn Olson 
wrote one of the award-winning 
papers. 
“Honestly, at first I just want-
ed the points,” she said, “but the 
more I looked into the assignment, 
the more I got into it. It’s crazy; 
the people gave up their blood 
willingly and now they just want 
it back.”
Freshman Ellen Burke said 
she didn’t know anything about 
the Yanomami before writing the 
Garry Kerr, an 
anthropology  
instructor at the  
University of  
Montana, poses  
Wednesday by his 
donated brick on the 
Oval. Kerr recently 
won the Eleanor 
Roosevelt Global 
Citizenship Award.
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UM instructor wins Global Citizenship Award
paper. She’s a forestry major and 
took Anthropology 101 because 
she’d been told it was a fun class. 
“It really was eye-opening,” she 
said. “I have a ton more respect for 
anthropology than I did before.”
Kerr wasn’t too concerned 
about winning when he found out 
he was nominated, but then re-
ceived a letter letting him know 
he’d won. 
“And I thought, whoa, this is 
great,” he said.
Kerr said he hasn’t told his stu-
dents about the Global Citizenship 
Award yet. 
“It’ll be fun to tell them, ‘Hey, 
guys, I got an award because of 
your work,’” he said. 
Kerr said he’s proud of the tal-
ented students at UM. 
“I’m a match; I light the fire-
crackers,” he said. “Some fire-
crackers never light, some have 
delayed fuses, and some have that 
energy, stimulation and enthusi-
asm and they’ll take it and run.”
Kerr was voted best UM pro-
fessor in a 2010 Missoulian poll 
and won best professor three times 
in the Missoula Independent. Kerr 
doesn’t have a doctorate degree, 
and technically isn’t a professor. 
“I always think I’m a fraud; the 
University pays me as an instruc-
tor,” he said.
Olson said she definitely want-
ed to take another class from Kerr. 
“He’s a really great teacher,” 
said Olson. “There’s a reason he’s 
one of the best.” 
Kerr said the reason he’s such a 
popular instructor is the passion he 
brings to the subject. 
“I’m fascinated by anthropol-
ogy,” he said. 
His topics can range from Jane 
Goodall to how dogs influence hu-
man behavior, and he said he tries 
to make his class fun. 
Kate Whittle
Montana Kaimin
“You do a little bit of singing 
and dancing to get people to come 
to class, and hopefully at the end 
of the semester, they’ve learned 
something,” he said.
The students’ papers can be 
read at www.publicanthropology.
org/Yanomami/10-Spring/PAA-
GK3-Montana.htm.
kate.whittle@umontana.edu
It’ll be fun 
to tell them, 
‘Hey, guys, I 
got an award 
because of 
your work.’
Garry Kerr,
UM anthropology instructor,
on telling his students about the award
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Matt McLeod
Montana Kaimin
The University of Montana Jesters scrimmage at Dornblaser Field on Tuesday night. The 34th annual Maggotfest will be held May 1 and May 2 at Fort Missoula. Matches start at 10 a.m. Saturday. 
Kat Franchino/Montana Kaimin
Mud, blood, shenanigans. Make way for Maggotfest. 
Or, as “Doc the Maggot” once put it so eloquently: “four 
days of rugby, beer and no-holds-barred partying.”
Indeed, doctor. An apt diagnosis.
Thirty six teams — 24 men’s club and eight women’s 
— will suit up Saturday and Sunday for what’s so of-
ten been described as the wildest of the wild Missoula 
weekends.
But what a lifeless, understated description for the 
34-year-old festival that never grew up.
Those dirt-caked royals of rugby, the princes of the 
pitch, the Maggots will once again host the festival in 
grand double-fisted style. 
They might have the reputation of a good drinking 
team that plays rugby, but in reality, it’s the other way 
around. The state’s oldest, most accomplished side, the 
Maggots have reeled off a record 20 Montana Rugby 
Union Championships. In years past they’ve traveled to 
Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the 
Caribbean, and have proudly hosted an international 
cavalcade of accomplished foes strapped and ready to 
do battle at Maggotfest. 
It’s now, quite simply, their time to shine — at the 
bar. With the rest of their competitive season behind 
them, there are three simple goals for the weekend, so 
says eight-man Jared “Venus” Reinhardt.
“A, we want to represent ourselves well on the pitch. 
B, we want to represent ourselves well in the partying. 
And C, we want to be able to show up Sunday morning,” 
Reinhardt said.
On the women’s end of things, Betterside, Missoula’s 
female Maggot compatriots, will do their part to make 
the valley proud. And for the first time, six area high 
school teams will compete Saturday afternoon, some-
thing Reinhardt said his guys are proud of because it 
should help grow the sport locally from the ground up.
As usual, there are two titles teams are vying for: 
Best Play on the Pitch and the Most Honored Side. The 
former award goes to the best all-around team, the latter 
goes to the club that plays hard, chugs harder and still 
manages to crawl back into action Sunday.
The Maggots begin their home turf defense as they 
host Australia’s Outback Barbarians in the guest-side 
match Thursday at 6 p.m. at Fort Missoula’s Maggot 
Rugby Park. Also in action will be the University of 
Montana Jesters, who take on the West Coast All-Star 
team the Highwaymen, as well as the Flies, a club full of 
older ex-Maggots who’ll matchup against the Old High-
waymen, a team of aging West Coast All-Stars.
The Highwaymen are no choirboys themselves. Their 
website boasts a commitment to “general debauchery” 
once they touch down in Missoula. Their official team 
motto: “Lock up your women and farm animals, the 
Highwaymen are back in town.”
Friday night at Bodega is the kickoff bash where 
teams get their tournament packets and gird their loins 
for the next 36 long hours.
The official party is Saturday night at the Missoula 
County Fairgrounds, and add stress on the word official, 
because the entire weekend is one long bender. Rugby 
doesn’t encourage binge drinking. No, no. It demands it.
Of course, having traveled from the four corners of 
the earth, it’s safe to say the teams will be taking things 
seriously when they step onto the grass, but who’s kid-
ding who? This isn’t exactly the Masters.
In fact, you couldn’t get much farther from the mani-
cured lawns and golf claps of Augusta National. (Really, 
a match between the Care Bears and the Bloody Beavers 
isn’t exactly a Walton family affair.) 
Beer, bruises and bonding at the city’s roughest party
See MAGGOTFEST, page 15
Student athletes have always had to fear 
certain career-ending scenarios like a se-
vere injury, a lengthy drop in performance 
or a series of failed classes. But recently, a 
new foe has emerged: Facebook updates.
While social-networking sites seem 
fairly harmless, scandals centered on inap-
propriate comments or pictures posted by 
athletes have become a serious issue for 
campuses and athletes across the country.
In February, an Oregon football player 
was dismissed from his squad after mak-
ing several racist comments and criticizing 
coaching decisions on his Facebook page.
In January, several potential Mississipi 
State recruits endangered their eligibility 
after commenting online that a school re-
cruiter took them to a strip club.
Last September, a Kansas University 
men’s basketball player drew heat after 
using racist language and bragging on his 
Facebook profile about dislocating his fin-
ger during a fight with a Kansas football 
player.
While there haven’t been any serious in-
cidents at UM regarding social-networking 
sites, athletes still run the risk of running 
afoul of UM rules when they use them.
The University of Montana Student-
Athlete Conduct Code has several critical 
passages that warn athletes of potential 
violations. The first states that “conduct re-
flecting negatively on the team, athletic pro-
gram and university” is prohibited. 
A later section, the Social Networking 
Websites Policy, deals specifically with so-
cial media sites and warns athletes that of-
fensive or inappropriate pictures and com-
ments are not allowed on their personal 
pages. The code mentions several examples: 
pictures of drug, alcohol or tobacco use and 
nudity are specifically prohibited. Illegal or 
harassing pictures and comments are also 
banned.
Jean Gee, UM’s senior associate athletic 
director, said that public athlete profiles are 
most often monitored by the coaching staff 
of the various teams, but Athletic Depart-
ment staff occasionally run spot-checks of 
athlete profiles.
Gee said that even in the event of a worst-
case scenario, it would be unlikely, due to 
NCAA rules, that a student kicked off the 
team would lose any of their scholarships 
mid-year. However, a student banned from 
competition would, if they lost their ap-
peals, be denied athletic scholarships the 
following year.
What offensive and inappropriate mean, 
however, is left largely up to the coaches of 
UM’s teams and the staff of the Athletic 
Department.
Lady Griz star Sarah Ena said the 
existing policies are, for the most part, fine 
with her.
Student athletes must use Facebook, social networking sites with caution
Justyn Field
Montana Kaimin
Ruggers gear up as 34th annual Maggotfest begins
See FACEBOOK, page 14
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“I’m pretty right on with some 
of the rules,” Ena said. “With more 
attention and following comes a bit 
more responsibility.”
Ena said that since coming to 
UM, she’s had to add more than 
personal acquaintances to her 
Facebook profile. Coaches, high 
school fans and other members of 
the community have made it onto 
her expanding Facebook friend 
roster. She said that she tries to be 
careful and set a few sections of her 
profile to private, but for the most 
part has just been careful about 
what she posts.
And while Ena admits that the 
wording surrounding offensive or 
inappropriate pictures and com-
ments is a bit vague, she said it re-
ally doesn’t matter.
“I think, for the most part, ath-
letes know what’s appropriate and 
what’s not,” Ena said. “Does every-
one follow that? No.” 
But the open wording isn’t a 
good enough excuse, Ena said, for 
not following the rules.
“Some people push the vague-
ness to the limit,” Ena said. “I know 
a lot of athletes or people that com-
plain ... But you’re representing a 
whole university.”
Ena made a point to emphasize 
that the handbook’s rules needed 
to be applied equally to all student 
athletes as well, regardless of the 
relative skills of the players.
“What if all this stuff was go-
ing on and the coach just let them 
keep playing because they were a 
good athlete or main scorer for the 
team?” Ena asked. “Part of being 
a coach is disciplining, not only 
helping them grow playing-wise, 
but their character and growth as a 
person.” 
Ena said she views herself pri-
marily as a UM student, and not a 
University employee, and said the 
accompanying rewards make fol-
lowing the rules worth it.
“If the school is paying for your 
education and you’re on the team, 
well, there are a lot of people in 
society that would love to have an 
option like this,” she said.
And despite the extra conditions 
in the handbook, Ena said the rules 
aren’t really all that restrictive.
“You have a lot of freedom to be 
the person you want to be outside of 
your sport,” she said.
However, UM psychology stu-
dent Megan Bailey said the terms 
“offensive” and “inappropriate” 
were far too ambiguous.
“When the handbook uses terms 
like ‘legal’ and ‘illegal,’ that’s very 
specific,” Bailey said. “But how are 
you supposed to abide by some-
thing that is unclear? What if you 
show pictures of you breastfeeding 
your child? Or marching in a pride 
parade? Could someone view your 
(political) party affiliation as offen-
sive?”
Bailey said that the personal 
nature of the profiles means to her 
that legal pictures and comments 
should be allowed, regardless of 
who comes across them or what 
they contain.
“Alcohol and tobacco are not 
illegal. For Native Americans, we 
use tobacco ceremonially,” Bailey 
said. “If I posted a picture of me 
using tobacco in a ceremonial way, 
I would not view that as offensive 
and inappropriate. I take offense 
to the university implying tobacco 
could be inappropriate or offen-
sive.” 
Bailey said that it would be un-
fair, and too confusing, if athletic 
staff were to start differentiating 
between pictures of legal tobacco 
or alcohol use at religious ceremo-
nies and legal tobacco or alcohol 
use elsewhere.
While she said she was fine with 
athletes being punished for posting 
pictures or making comments relat-
ed to drunken driving or underage 
drinking, Bailey pointed out that 
those activities are already illegal 
and carry serious repercussions. 
She said they don’t really need spe-
cial consideration beyond that.
“The University is not the law,” 
Bailey said. “And it should not pre-
tend to be the law.”
Bailey said that she realized 
many of the athletes on campus 
have celebrity status, but said their 
actions don’t impact the universi-
ty’s image more than those of other 
UM students engaged in serious ac-
tivities. Bailey suggested that UM’s 
image is much more dependant on 
the actions of its students working 
in the real world.
“If you’re not in uniform, you’re 
not directly associated with the uni-
versity, regardless of whether or not 
you’re a celebrity,” Bailey said. “If 
you’re holding (student athletes) to 
a higher standard, you’re implying 
they have a higher intrinsic worth 
then everyone else.”
All UM students must follow the 
Student Conduct Code. Bailey said 
that while athletes receive sports 
scholarships and must follow the 
Student-Athlete handbook as well, 
students who receive scholarships 
for academic reasons aren’t bound 
to any additional conduct code. She 
said that the additional restrictions 
make student athletes much more 
similar to UM employees than 
most students.
Bailey said she wasn’t sure 
whether athletes are also respon-
sible for pictures and comments 
made on their sites by others, but 
said her main concern with the 
handbook was with its consequenc-
es.
“I don’t believe someone should 
be able to penalize people and po-
tentially destroy their lives just be-
cause they deem something inap-
propriate or offensive,” Bailey said.
Ultimately, potential conse-
quences for violating UM’s So-
cial Networking Websites Policy, 
whether temporary suspensions, 
permanent scholarship losses or 
just extra laps during practice, 
make following guidelines im-
portant for UM athletes. And the 
team-oriented nature of UM sports 
means any potential punishments 
don’t impact just the offender. Of-
ten, players’ mistakes end up hav-
ing consequences for their entire 
team.
“All it takes is some goober to 
mess it up for everyone by being a 
dork on Facebook,” Ena said.
justyn.field@umontana.edu
FACEBOOK
From page 13
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In a short six weeks, the beau-
tiful game will be back on the 
world’s grandest stage.
It’s been four years since the 
Azzurri from Italy lifted the FIFA 
World Cup trophy in Berlin, Ger-
many in July of 2006, although 
for many soccer fans it may seem 
like only yesterday.
As the wait continues to dwin-
dle for the 32 teams heading to 
South Africa for this year’s tour-
nament, the optimism surround-
ing many teams and the nations 
they represent is reaching a fever 
pitch.
Even in the most dismissive, 
un-soccer friendly nation, many 
Americans are beginning to hear 
that little voice say that this could 
be a good year for the stars and 
bars.
Well, at least this American is.
With overwhelmingly success-
ful stints in the English Premier 
League by goalkeeper Tim How-
ard, midfielder Landon Donovan 
and striker Clint Dempsey, there 
are plenty of reasons to think that 
the Americans can break out of 
the group stage for the first time 
since falling to tournament co-
host South Korea in the 2002 
quarterfinals.
Much of this year’s optimism 
stems from last summer, when 
the Americans proved their met-
tle by defeating then-world No. 1 
Spain in the Confederations Cup 
semi-final and held a 2–0 lead 
over Brazil in the final before the 
South American giants stormed 
back, scoring three goals in the 
second half to take the champion-
ship.
When the team is in top form 
it has the ability to beat anyone in 
the world, but it still doesn’t get 
the respect it deserves on its home 
soil. 
In this country, soccer is seen 
as a secondary sport. For many 
mainstream sports fans, the beau-
tiful game isn’t violent enough, is 
boring to watch and only involves 
a whole lot of running around.
However, upon further inspec-
tion, most of these generalizations 
are not true. 
Soccer can be violent. Ask any 
player who has needed stitches in 
his head because of a “meeting 
of minds” or any competitor that 
has had an opponent go for a ball 
and miss, ultimately embedding a 
trail of studs in his thigh. Soccer 
players separate shoulders, tear 
ACL’s and shred Achilles tendons 
like in any other sport.
In fact, one of the more grue-
some injuries I’ve ever seen was 
when Stoke City defender Ryan 
Shawcross attempted to tackle 
midfielder Aaron Ramsey of 
Arsenal during a match on Feb. 
27 and missed. It resulted in a 
broken right tibia and fibula for 
Ramsey. The grisly sight of seeing 
Ramsey’s right leg disintegrate 
before my eyes rivals any injury 
I’ve ever seen watching football.
Secondly, soccer can also be 
exciting. Think of it this way, it’s 
45 minutes of straight competi-
tion on opposite halves of a single 
commercial break. 
This is in direct contrast to 
football, where the average game 
only contains between 11-15 min-
utes of real action and nearly 45 
minutes of commercial breaks, 
according to a recent Wall Street 
Journal study conducted last 
fall. Pay attention the next time 
you watch a football game on 
television; this is what happens: 
play, show replay, show coaches, 
show huddle, analyze last play, 
show owner’s box and/or fans, 
then finally another play.
Don’t get me wrong. I like 
football like any other red-blood-
ed American, but the touchdown-
extra point-commercial-kickoff-
commercial sequence is complete 
nonsense.
Last, soccer players run a lot 
because they have to. The average 
midfielder runs nearly five miles 
over the course of 90 minutes 
with almost no breaks. How far 
does the average offensive line-
man run during a football game? I 
would venture to guess that it’s far 
less than five miles. 
This isn’t supposed to be a 
football versus soccer column. I 
love both sports. They are both 
different and exciting in their own 
ways. But, far too many times 
fans compare these sports and fail 
to realize that they are completely 
different and really can’t be com-
pared side by side.
However, just because one 
sport is less universally respect-
ed than the other in this country 
doesn’t mean we can’t all get be-
hind our team and cheer them on 
regardless of our preconceived 
notions about soccer.
In the last two years, Ameri-
cans have been inundated with 
outstanding successes from their 
national teams. They stood behind 
their basketball team when they 
won gold in Beijing, their hockey 
team when they claimed silver 
in Vancouver and their baseball 
team when they took fourth place 
in the World Baseball Classic. 
Much like the members of 
those teams, U.S. soccer athletes 
have given years of their lives 
to prepare and compete on the 
world’s biggest stage and should 
be appreciated as such.
The World Cup is more than a 
month-long event; it’s a celebra-
tion. It’s a showcase for the 32 
teams that made it and a dream 
incarnate for the one team that 
will lift the trophy on July 11.
It’s top-flight soccer in front 
of a global audience in a country 
where only 16 years ago, racial 
segregation wasn’t only the norm, 
it was the law. 
And if that doesn’t lure the 
American sports fan to tune in to 
soccer’s marquee event this sum-
mer, they have no business calling 
themselves a sports fan.
troy.warzocha@umontana.edu
Americans should show soccer some loveOpinion
Troy Warzocha
They call it a social tournament. 
Translation: Maggotfest is first and 
foremost a balls-to-the-wall, full-
throat celebration. Saturday night, 
the only thing more plentiful than 
mud is beer. Partygoers treat them-
selves to bottomless cups of suds, 
with spouts stuck into makeshift 
walls that unbelievably, magically 
drip with an endless stream of ale.
If you’re planning on going, 
here’s a tip: Wear something you 
don’t mind never wearing again. 
Maybe that oversized Hoobastank 
T-shirt you just had to buy at Hot 
Topic circa 2004. 
Why? Because you’ve probably 
heard of drinks flying around, but 
once you step through those Fair-
grounds gates, you’re about to see 
the literal incarnation. There’s so 
much beer that people start fling-
ing it in the air like bottled water 
at an R. Kelly concert.
Dripping like a tapped keg and 
smelling like a young Betty Ford 
after a vodka night, it’s hard not 
to at least be entertained. Another 
challenge facing teams this week-
end is one nearly as important as 
the action on the field. They’ve got 
MAGGOTFEST
From page 13
to come up with clever enough cos-
tumes to impress the revelers at the 
Fairgrounds blowout.
Sunday morning, the clubs do 
battle still wearing their costumes 
from the night before. This year, 
there’s a 1980s theme, and the Jest-
ers will be dressing up as charac-
ters from a 1980s flick. But just 
which one is on the hush hush.
Either way, there’s certain to 
be some stout competition. Junior 
Jesters lock Ben Johnson said he’s 
seen some doozies in his four years 
on hand.
“Last year we dressed up like 
the characters from Jurassic Park 
and made the freshman dress up 
as dinosaurs. We called it Jester 
Park,” Johnson said. “And there 
were these guys dressed up as 
professional wrestlers. Every five 
minutes they’d clear an area in the 
crowd and start wrestling match-
es.”
But there’s a moral behind the 
bawdy story. There’s beauty in the 
beastliness. Players will tell you 
that on the pitch they might acci-
dentally snap an opponents’ ACL, 
blow out a knee cap or bust open a 
nose or two, but when it’s all over, 
they’ll sit back and share a cold 
one, or seven, with their wounded 
foes.
Because all the bone crunch-
ing, blood spattering and bruise 
inducing fosters something pro-
found: brotherhood. 
Maggotfest is a bonding experi-
ence between New Zealanders and 
Americans, between rich and poor, 
between guys named Rich “Sod-
omizer” Sonderman and “Amish” 
Joe Waggett. 
It’s why Reinhardt calls rugby 
clubs “a fraternity in the truest 
sense.”
“You get a taste of everything 
on rugby teams,” Reinhardt said. 
“We do on ours. From the profes-
sor to the guy we picked up off the 
street and everything in between. 
We’ve all come together under this 
crazy umbrella.”
On the pitch, swimming in a 
paste of dirt, blood and sweat, 
grown men become brothers. 
So don’t call it a tournament. 
Don’t call it a party. Call it a revo-
lution.
matthew.mcleod@umontana.edu
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The kaimin assumes no responsibility for 
advertisements which are placed in the 
kiosk. We urge all readers to use their 
best judgement and investigate fully any 
offers of employment, investment or re-
lated topics before paying out any money.
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day
R A T e S
Lost and found ads may be placed in 
the kiosk free of charge. They can 
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
The kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepay-
ment is required. Ads may be placed at 
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email: 
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.
                  LOST AND FOUND  
Lost on 4/19 black Spy sunglasses in 
McGill Hall, reward offered, please call               
406-690-8288 
Lost: RayBan Mens aviator style  
sunglasses in Music building. Call (406) 
696-9309 if found. Reward  
offered.  
Stolen: Black Trek 800 on 4/27. Reward 
Offered. Please call 406-531-1997
                        FOR RENT 
Weekend cabins 30 mins. from Missoula. 
$44-$66/night. Rock Creek Cabins.  
251-6611. 
Cheap Charley’s Mini Storage. Griz 
Discount: Full month free with 3 months 
up front. Student discount for truck rental. 
406-721-7277 
Two available bedrooms for rent in nice, 
quiet South Hills home. $400.00 a month 
includes everything: water, gas, cable, 
electricity, garbage, etc. There is also a 
$400.00 deposit. Please Call Joseph @ 
1-406-949-4293. 
2 bedroom, 1 bath West Side Rattlesnake 
Creek on Bus Route 516 Lolo.  $950/
month.  Available now.  Call Jody  
721-6481. 
2 Rooms, mid-Rattlesnake, free heat & 
dish, garden space $400 & $350. Call 
542-0777
                     HELP WANTED 
It’s not too early to start thinking about 
summer employment! Glacier Raft  
Company Glacier Outdoor Center is  
looking for enthusiastic individuals to 
work this summer. Jobs are available in 
guiding, retail, reservations, and photo 
sales. Work near Glacier National Park. 
(800)235-6781  
alex@glacierraftco.com 
Wildland Firefighters Needed call  
406-273-6111 
Summer Job opportunity on Flathead Lake 
resort restaurant hiring experienced cooks. 
Call 270-5422 
“Residential Habilitation employee to take 
developmentally disabled and deaf clients 
on outings 10-15 hrs/week. Wage $10/hr. 
Must know American Sign Language. Call 
(406) 541-6966” 
Montana Kaimin is hiring for an Office 
Assistant position for the fall  
semester.  Applications available at  
Montana Kaimin Business Office in  
Anderson Hall 207.  Due by 5:00pm 
Thursday April 29. 
Great opportunity for PT summer  
employment, (longer if desired)! Looking 
for responsible individual to assist  
professional couple with various duties. 
Must have reliable vehicle. Prefer 10-15 
hrs/wk (flexible hrs.). Holidays and 
weekends off. $9.00/hr plus mileage. Call 
Marsha at (406) 360-3505. 
Now hiring summer positions!  Servers 
& Server Assistants.  Please send resume 
to The Ranch at Rock Creek 79 Carriage 
House Lane Philipsburg, MT 59858.  406-
859-6027 ATTN: Shannon fax to 406-859-
6030 or email: Shannon@theranchatrock-
creek.com
                       PERSONALS 
Counseling and Psychological Services. 
Personal counseling appointments avail-
able. Please call 243-4711
“Stuttering Support Group for Adults. UM 
Speech Language and Hearing Clinic
Apr. 30th at 12 noon (Curry Health Center-
Lower Level)
Contact: Chris Merriman, 243-2377, or 
Christine.merriman@umontana.edu”
                        SERVICES 
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student  
discount! Computer Central  
136 E. Broadway 542-6540 
Basic Wildland Fire classes, May 17-21. 
Call 406-543-0013
                  MISCELLANEOUS 
Best cash price paid for your used guns. 
546-6745 leave message 
How does remaining closeted about your 
sexuality affect your life? Anonymously, 
share your experiences and insights about 
being a closeted man who’s sexually 
attracted to other men. The Men’s Health 
Study is recruiting closeted men who 
have sex with men (MSM) to participate 
in anonymous, paid interviews as part of 
a Univerity of Montana research project. 
Call 406-552-2115 for details 
Sales Opportunity! Help local business 
owners get new customers and sales! Huge 
demand internet service. Earn $50 - $100 
per sale. 10+ a day potential. Must be self 
motivated and well presented. Call (406) 
992-3704 or dee_jay_ehn@yahoo.com and 
leave contact information. 
off-campus activities such as 
MontPIRG if they decided to peti-
tion for a fee.
Because bylaw amendments re-
quire a two-thirds majority to win, 
the resolution failed after a 12-9 
vote.
In other business, the ASUM 
Senate passed a resolution encour-
aging the Four-Day Work Week 
Task Force to consider a possible 
14-week semester instead.
Dean James Mckusick from 
the Davidson Honors College in-
troduced the idea to the senate at 
its meeting the prior week, noting 
that most private schools already 
run 14-week instead of 15-week 
semesters.
The senate voted against sus-
pending house rules to discuss a 
resolution opposing a pay raise for 
UM’s next president. 
An office miscommunica-
tion meant the resolution was not 
forwarded to the Relations and 
Affairs Committee or put on the 
agenda before the meeting. Sen. 
Mandi Summers said she will ask 
to suspend house rules at the sen-
ate’s final meeting next week to 
discuss it, even though that meet-
ing is typically reserved for swear-
ing in the new senators.
Also, Selph asked that the con-
stitutional review board clarify the 
question of what constitutes “an is-
sue of the Montana kaimin.” The 
senate faced the question multiple 
times in the past weeks when pre-
paring for, and reviewing, the elec-
tion schedule.
During ending comments, 
many senators expressed disap-
pointment at the senate’s decisions 
or decorum this year.
“This year took it out of me,” 
said Sen. kip Barhaug, who is 
completing his second term on 
senate but will not run for re-
election. “I’m tired of fighting the 
same fights and I’m losing faith in 
this body.”
Armstrong, among others, re-
minded senators of the bonds they 
share despite their voting differ-
ences.
“How do you want to look back 
on this year?” Armstrong asked.
jayme.fraser@umontana.edu
ASUM
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One in a thousand
A completed Buddha statue sits among other identical statues in the Missoula Buddha Barn as part of 
the Garden of 1,000 Buddhas project. There are currently 500 statues. The statues are about two feet tall 
and cast individually out of Portland cement. Then entire process takes about four weeks. As soon as 
1,000 Buddhas have been made, the Dalai Lama will visit Montana to bless the garden. There are currently 
two barns — one in Missoula near the Good Food Store and one in Arlee in the garden. Anyone may help 
cast the statues. 
Kat Franchino/Montana Kaimin
The Montana Kaimin 
is hiring!
• editors
• copy editors
• reporters
• photographers
• designers
Apply in Don Anderson Hall, 
room 208 by April 30
